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The purpose of Audit
The purpose of the audit is to ascertain whether NFT assets are correctly
decentralized, persistent, and easy to retrieve. These three criteria are at
the core of Gem grading.

We built Gem scores to make platforms more transparent, especially as
regards what users can mint and how they own what they mint.

We audit how the NFT is minted, how NFT assets are stored, and evaluate
its alteration by third parties without the holder's authorization.

We sincerely believe that ownership is the key to ensuring the
democratization of NFT.

Our specially built multiple score schemes regarding platforms are in the
public domain. They are published and can be accessed on our medium
here.

To learn more about our vision, kindly read our whitepaper here.

https://medium.com/art-for-all-nft-platform/how-is-afa-score-calculated-2-3-29a38d23ee14
https://docs.artforall.io/
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Overview

Project
Collection name: 30 Years Of Airbus Helicopters
NFT name: RACER by Airbus Helicopters (RACER)
Website: airbus.com
Twitter: @AirbusHeli
Description: “The RACER artwork, made by the artist Gio Manetta,
celebrates the 30th anniversary of Airbus Helicopters and is distributed
to Airbus employees as a digital souvenir of this event. Airbus and its
employees keep on pioneering sustainable aerospace for a safe and
united world.”

Blockchain: Avalanche C-Chain
Smart contract: 0x15c115f72e4da34054e28fc308be7fbd4b577684
Explorer: link

Audit
Delivery Date: November 10th, 2022
Method of audit: Manual review
Consultants: 2

Audit public page:
https://opengem.com/audits/score/airbus/0x15c115f72e4da34054e28fc
308be7fbd4b577684

https://www.airbus.com/en/products-services/helicopters
https://twitter.com/AirbusHeli
https://snowtrace.io/address/0x15c115f72e4da34054e28fc308be7fbd4b577684
https://opengem.com/audits/score/airbus/0x15c115f72e4da34054e28fc308be7fbd4b577684
https://opengem.com/audits/score/airbus/0x15c115f72e4da34054e28fc308be7fbd4b577684
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Executive Summary
30 Years Of Airbus Helicopters reaches 100/100 Gem score.
The collection uses excellent storage methods to ensure data persistence
and decentralization.

All metadata are on-chain and retrievable as long as the Avalanche
blockchain exists.

Findings
Id Title Recommendations Severity

AS-1 The artwork’s visual storage - ✅ None

AS-2 The artwork’s information storage - ✅ None

AS-3 The artist’s information storage - ✅ None

D-1 Artwork & Terms accessibility Optimization ⚠ Minor

AP-1 Assets’ persistence - ✅ None

AP-2 Retrievable back up - ✅ None

MF-1 Royalties’ persistence - ✅ None

MF-2 Sealable mint - ✅ None

MF-3 Fixed supply - ✅ None
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1. Context

1.1 Mint strategy
Airbus Helicopters planned to celebrate his 30 years existence by offering
NFTs to their employees.

The NFT contains an artwork made by the artist Gio Manetta, and is
distributed to Airbus employees as a digital souvenir of this event.

The mint is accessible via an internal platform hosted on the company
architecture where only employees can access.

This is a private mint. There is no public mint.

The mint is totally free.

The mint gas fee is charged to Airbus.

The metadata are the same for all the tokens.

1.2 Scoring system
According to the context, we defined different levels of data importance to
measure the ownership weight.
The scoring system is based on these levels of metadata importance:

First-tier: the artwork's visual (image)
Second-tier: the artist's informations (text)
Third-tier: the artwork informations (text)

For each tier, we will audit :
- The storage of the asset

Is it decentralized ? How much is the storage permanent?
- The persistence of the asset
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Does anybody/anything is able to change the asset reference
on-chain?

- The presence of a provenance proof
As owner, am I able to prove the ownership by hashing my NFT

locally?

We will also audit how easy is to retrieve of all these information.

We will also audit how fair is the mint strategy, and answer to questions
like: do we have fixed supply? do we have sealable mint? do we have
royalties information somewhere?
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2. The artwork's visual (T1)
The artwork's visual is an image.

2.1 Storage
The original version of the image is hosted at 2 places :

- Arweave blockchain
• With the reference :

fSXG0uqsAxECuTBhyK8dd9z6EVu72zTiEZrlhOYoXSA

• Reachable with this link :
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http://arweave.net/fSXG0uqsAxECuTBhyK8dd9z6EVu72zTiEZrlhOYoXSA

Arweave is a great decentralized & permanent storage solution at this
time. Based on Blockweave, a derivative of the blockchain and proof of
access. As long as Blockweave exists, the image will be available. No one
can alter or delete the asset.

- IPFS protocol
• With the reference :

QmTKJsBLVD6u5XqQJWUkdLW5aLv2UN8M1DkWe7Cc3RxqJr

• Reachable with this link :

https://gateway.pinata.cloud/ipfs/QmTKJsBLVD6u5XqQJWUkdLW5aLv2
UN8M1DkWe7Cc3RxqJr

IPFS is a distributed system for storing and accessing files or assets. This is
not a blockchain. To be sure about the data availability, someone needs to
"pin" your data on IPFS nodes. In this case OpenGem takes care of it.

We notice that a low definition of the artwork has been stored on-chain
too.
This back up is greatly helpful to secure the ownership of the NFT.
Even if Arweave or IPFS die for any reason, as soon as Avalanche
Blockchain exist, each owner will be able to retrieve a back up.

We wrote a tutorial to retrieve this back-up, in case of emergency :
https://medium.com/art-for-all-nft-platform/how-to-retrieve-on
-chain-large-sized-data-df65adef0c2a

This backup is locked and sealed : no one can alter or delete it.

http://arweave.net/fSXG0uqsAxECuTBhyK8dd9z6EVu72zTiEZrlhOYoXSA
https://gateway.pinata.cloud/ipfs/QmTKJsBLVD6u5XqQJWUkdLW5aLv2UN8M1DkWe7Cc3RxqJr
https://gateway.pinata.cloud/ipfs/QmTKJsBLVD6u5XqQJWUkdLW5aLv2UN8M1DkWe7Cc3RxqJr
https://medium.com/art-for-all-nft-platform/how-to-retrieve-on-chain-large-sized-data-df65adef0c2a
https://medium.com/art-for-all-nft-platform/how-to-retrieve-on-chain-large-sized-data-df65adef0c2a
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2.2 Persistence
The Arweave & IPFS references (hashes) are written on-chain, in the smart
contract. They are public & constant variables.

No one can rewrite or delete it, as long as Avalanche exists.

2.3 Provenance proof
The provenance proof of the original artwork visual is written on-chain, in
the smart contract. This is a public & constant variable.
This is a SHA-256 hash that any user can use to prove the provenance.

0970ac84994a8026d2bf96afd240a0c1747a8660bedfc5606249b96cd8c1d3b8
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No one can rewrite or delete it, as long as Avalanche exists.

2.4 Conclusion  ✅
We have here the best storage methods to ensure ownership.
- Owners can retrieve their original artwork on : Arweave & IPFS.
- Owners can retrieve a low definition back up on-chain.
- Owners can also prove their ownership by hashing the original artwork by
using SHA-256 algorithm & match the result with the stored proof.
- Absolutely no one can alter or delete the artwork & the proof, as soon as
Avalanche blockchain exists.
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3. The artist's information (T2)
The artist's information combines :

- The name

GIO MANETTA

- The wallet

0xEEC675Eab2995D968E19Fd43949666f86bF50c29

- The e-mail

celinemanetta@hotmail.com

- The bio

French Air Force Artist - Peintre de l'air et de l'espace -
Car designer

3.1 Storage & persistence
All the artist's informations are written on-chain, in the smart contract. They
are public & constant variables.

No one can rewrite or delete it, as long as Avalanche exists.

mailto:celinemanetta@hotmail.com
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3.2 Provenance proof
As soon as the original data is written on-chain, a provenance proof is not
required. The on-chain data itself is a proof of ownership.

3.3 Conclusion  ✅
We have here the best storage methods to ensure ownership.
- Owners can verify the artists information on-chain.
- Absolutely no one can alter or delete these information, as soon as
Avalanche blockchain exists.
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4. The artwork informations (T3)
The artwork's information combines :

- The name

RACER by Airbus Helicopters

- The description

The RACER artwork, made by the artist Gio Manetta, celebrates
the 30th anniversary of Airbus Helicopters. Airbus Helicopters
and its employees keep on pioneering sustainable aerospace for

a safe and united world.

4.1 Storage & persistence
All the artwork's informations are written on-chain, in the smart contract.
They are public & constant variables.

No one can rewrite or delete it, as long as Avalanche exists.
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4.2 Provenance proof
As soon as the original data is written on-chain, a provenance proof is not
required. The on-chain data itself is a proof of ownership.

4.3 Conclusion  ✅
We have here the best storage methods to ensure ownership.
- Owners can verify the artwork information on-chain.
- Absolutely no one can alter or delete these information, as soon as
Avalanche blockchain exists.

5. Mint Fairness

5.1 Max supply
The supply is fixed at 21 000 token. No one can change this max supply. We
can not have more than 21 000 NFT minted in this collection. Ever.

5.2 Sealable mint
  The mint can be sealed at any moment by the owner of the smart
contract.
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5.3 Royalties
Royalties informations are written on-chain, in the smart contract.  No one
can change it. The royalty wallet is owned by the artist.

EIP2981 standard is used to write these information. 7% royalties are set for
the secondary market if the marketplace platform choose to accepte this
EIP standard.

5.4 Conclusion  ✅
Making persistent the max supply ensures the value of the NFTs as the
scarcity is preserved.
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In case of no soldout (supply below the max supply), the owner can seal
the ability to mint. It ensures the value of the NFTs as the scarcity is
preserved.
The EIP2981 standard is the most known one to deal with royalties for
marketplaces. Nothing can programmatically force the royalties, but using
this standard maximize the chance to transfert the royalties to the artist.

6. Documentation

6.1 Ease to retrieve
Documentation, instructions, or videos are important to enable users to
know exactly how to retrieve their NFT assets.

We can find a tutorial to retrieve the back-up artwork from the blockchain,
in case of emergency :
https://medium.com/art-for-all-nft-platform/how-to-retrieve-on
-chain-large-sized-data-df65adef0c2a

6.2 Terms & conditions
A Terms & Conditions file is provided by Airbus to define the rights of each
owners.

This file is hosted on :

- Arweave blockchain
• With the reference :

iCQbCPvA2kC5c0USV8QYcLDOs20yh7e_8B3ZkhtiUwQ

• Reachable with this link :

http://arweave.net/iCQbCPvA2kC5c0USV8QYcLDOs20yh7e_8B3ZkhtiUwQ

https://medium.com/art-for-all-nft-platform/how-to-retrieve-on-chain-large-sized-data-df65adef0c2a
https://medium.com/art-for-all-nft-platform/how-to-retrieve-on-chain-large-sized-data-df65adef0c2a
http://arweave.net/iCQbCPvA2kC5c0USV8QYcLDOs20yh7e_8B3ZkhtiUwQ
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- IPFS protocol
• With the reference :

QmeAUuZswjPmWB7tm4jwG7pVBniA7J7NktwWE8n2eNcyMC

• Reachable with this link :

https://gateway.pinata.cloud/ipfs/QmeAUuZswjPmWB7tm4jwG7pVBniA
7J7NktwWE8n2eNcyMC

There is also a SHA256 provenance proof hash :

2b09e63451b3008af15758d7fd43c7cb2dae7097413df76d2a6223cfbacc4f27

6.3 Conclusion ⚠
We issue a small warning on the accessibility of the Terms & Conditions.
To prove the provenance of the Terms, we strongly recommend to host this
file on the Airbus servers and making it publicly accessible.

When it will be done, Airbus will be able to write the new terms link in the
smart contract, and seal it to make it persistent.

https://gateway.pinata.cloud/ipfs/QmeAUuZswjPmWB7tm4jwG7pVBniA7J7NktwWE8n2eNcyMC
https://gateway.pinata.cloud/ipfs/QmeAUuZswjPmWB7tm4jwG7pVBniA7J7NktwWE8n2eNcyMC
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How to be audited
Our team is working hard to audit platforms and technologies to make NFT
projects more transparent.

Ownership remains the key to ensuring the democratization of NFT.

How to be audited

We are 100% independent.
No ads, no influence for brands.
No one can pay OpenGem to advertise any NFT project.
No one can pay OpenGem to upgrade any Gem score.

We make audits.

✅ If you want your project to be audited, contact us here.

mailto:contact@opengem.com

